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1. Welcome by Miss Zevenbergen Mac N Kids Advisor. Miss Zevenbergen reviewed criteria / expectations 
for Mac N Kids. She shared a reminder regarding the completion of the assignment and terms for 
earning a Block H point. Miss Zevenbergen reviewed that parents would join Mrs. Kismet in a breakout 
room for an IDAC meeting.  
 

2. Miss Zevenbergen introduced the Mac N Kids presenter and focus for learning and then started the 
breakout rooms.  
 

3. Mrs. Kismet began her IDAC meeting by thanking parents for their attendance and reviewing the 
purpose for IDAC. She shared a status of the school and recent events such as multi-cultural month as 
well as our monthly cultural focus. Other highlights included the CW Folkloric dancers, the upcoming 
fashion show on 12/22 for students, and the multi-cultural projects. In addition, she shared out about 
our SHRL Kindness Crew and their morning message that took place this year.  

 
4. Mrs. Kismet provided an overview of student performance on the State Assessment for grades 3-6 in 

ELA and Math. She celebrated the work of our staff preparing students and the continued education 
that they tried to provide during COVID. It was shared that students haven’t state tested since 2019.  In 
addition, Mrs. Kismet highlighted comparison data with area schools, similar schools, and neighboring 
schools. Again, she celebrated the success of our students. Additionally, demographic information was 
shared with respect to LI (SED), EL, and Special Education. Mrs. Kismet highlighted that we are 
outperforming schools with a lower % of LI students which is another celebration for our school 
community.  
 

5. Information was shared regarding iReady Diagnostic in grades K-6 that has been administered. Parents 
were informed that students in grades 1-6 will take the assessment three times (beg, mid, end) of the 
year. The diagnostic is an additional source of data that helps us monitoring student learning and adjust 
our instruction.  Mrs. Kismet encouraged parents to continue to support students with regular 
attendance when they are not faced with illness and shared that when students test during the normal 
testing period (time scheduled by the teacher) they tend to do better providing us with more accurate 
information.  

 
6. Mrs. Kismet provided an update regarding school safety. Monthly drills are conducted for fire, along 

with several earthquake and long down drills during the year. She provided an update that Catapult has 
been very helpful in accounting for location and student counts during our drills. Mrs. Kismet did 
mention that with all technology their can be connectivity issues however the issues don’t appear to 
interfere with the understanding that there is a drill and or the delivery of information. The 
technological issues often have to do with the ability to account for students as quickly as we would like, 
it varies.  
 

 



7. Questions/Input: There was a question regarding the iReady program and its effectiveness. Mrs. Kismet 
shared that iReady is one tool for instruction that is a great resource.  
 

8. Mrs. Kismet encouraged parents to contact her if they should ever have questions, comments or 
concerns.  

9. Thank you for coming and adjournment 
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